Just a quick message to say, “Welcome Spring”. This is one of the busiest times of the year for
all our members.
I have listed below some of the things that will be happening in the next few months:
❖
❖
❖
❖

April – Sanction Match – Centennial Building
May -Purebred dog walk – Sandi Malcolm is organizing this
June CKC Show, conformation, rally, agility, carting – Nanoose Bay
July UKC Show, conformation, rally – Beban Park

The executive board has been very busy, especially the committee working on the policy and
bylaws. I want to say how pleased I am that this committee has come together to get this done.
Thank you all.
April 22nd meeting: Dr. David MacDonald, Comox Valley Animal Hospital will be our guest
speaker. I should have a flyer available at our March 25th meeting.
Please come out and support your club either with an entry, volunteer, or spectator.

Deanna Smith

President, Nanaimo Kennel Club

Here’s why Alberta’s ban on vets performing ear cropping, tail docking and dewclaw
removal matters. It’s never just about the issue at hand, it’s how that issue came to be, the
forces tied to it, and what it means for the future. In a time when animal rights extremists
are everywhere and Adopt Don’t Shop is being shoved down everyone’s throat, let’s take a
second to look at what’s actually going on here.
You have greyhound racing banned in Florida, and the average pet owner cheers that those
poor dogs aren’t being forced to run anymore.
You have timed dog sports like agility and lure coursing banned and the average pet owner
cheers because those poor dogs don’t have to perform for peoples’ entertainment anymore.
You have states banning hunting and field trials and the average pet owner cheers that
those poor dogs aren’t being forced to work with cruel hunters anymore.
You have a province trying to ban certain training tools and training styles and the average
pet owner cheers because they would never use those cruel methods on their pet.
You have every province except for one that’s banned crop and dock and the average pet
owner cheers because dogs shouldn’t be mutilated to suit owner’s preference.
You have places trying to impose mandatory spay and neuter by six months old and the
average pet owner cheers because breeding shouldn’t be happening and adopt don’t shop.
You have PETA showing up at dog shows putting dogs in danger, but the average pet owner
cheers because those poor dogs shouldn’t be forced to participate in beauty pageants and
have no life.
The average pet owner isn’t going to care when the AR extremists push for dog sports to be
banned because we’re making dogs compete for our entertainment. They won’t care when
dog sledding is banned because those poor dogs have to pull that sled so far in the snow.
They won’t care when service dogs are banned because those dogs are forced to work all
day. They won’t care when it’s next to impossible for a responsible breeder to produce a
litter because of regulation, because people should be adopting instead of shopping.
They might start to notice when all that’s left are poor representations of the breeds, the
ones being produced from the backyard breeders who don’t care about the regulations and
restrictions that pushed ethical breeders away. When these puppies grow up to be sickly
dogs riddled with the health issues the ethical breeders would have tested for, or lack the
correct temperament that the ethical breeders worked so hard for by working and showing
their dogs.
They might start to notice when their only option for adding a dog to their family is a shelter
dog with more baggage than they are prepared to handle.
By the time the AR extremists start pushing to end pet ownership (which is absolutely
PETA’s goal) and the average pet owner takes notice and is shocked and appalled because
they love their dog so much, there will be nobody left to fight for them. All of the breeders,
hunters, dog sport competitors, mushers, service dog handlers, breed preservationists, etc.
are already gone because the average pet owner turned their back on them.
So no, Alberta banning ear cropping, tail docking and dew claw removal may not have any
impact at all on the life of the average pet owner, and they may support it, but it’s never
just about one issue. Maybe the average pet owner needs to look down at the labrador,

golden retriever or German Shepherd at their feet and think about what went into
developing the breed the love. The herding and hunting and working that AR extremists
want to end. It all ties together and is a slippery slope and it’s going to end with you,
average pet owner.

Linda Halliday of Arkland and Nicole Simpson of Crystaljem kennels are proud to
announce the arrival of 4 beautiful little long coat chihuahua girls.
Whelped 18 Jan. 2019 to GCH Crystaljems Mr White's Meth'd "Walter" and BIS,
RBIS GCH Crystaljem Look On D Briteside "Red".
Pictured left to right...Ebony (Bonnie), Violet, Ruby, and Rosie at 4 weeks of age.

Do More With Your Dog has had Trick Dog titles for a number of years. You
and your dog can perform tricks, have them certified by an evaluator (club
member Gail Beerman is a Gold level Certified Trick Dog Instructor and
teaches classes for NKC), and apply for your dog's titles online. Last year,
AKC also added a trick dog category for titling. Dogs must have an AKC, PAL,
or AKC Canine Partners number to earn a title with AKC. These titles are
similar to the DMWYD titles.
There are 5 Trick Dog titles with AKC:
Novice Trick Dog (TKN)
The dog performs 10 skills from the Novice list. If a dog has a Canine Good
Citizen (CGC) certificate or title on record at AKC, it can do 5 Novice tricks (CGC + 5) to
earn the Novice title.
Intermediate Trick Dog (TKI)
The dog must have the Novice title, plus perform 10 Intermediate tricks.
Advanced Trick Dog (TKA)
The dog must have the Intermediate title, plus perform 10 tricks from the Advanced list.
Trick Dog Performer (TKP)
In this title, handlers perform a short routine with at least 10 tricks previously learned.
Trick Dog Elite Performer (TKE)
Testing of this truly elite trick dog level requires the dog to perform 10 tricks with at least 5
props and there must be a story.
AKC TRICK TITLES
1) Perform the tricks in the presence of an AKC Approved CGC Evaluator. The Title
Application will need to accompany the check list for the particular title you are applying for.
GRANDFATHERED TITLES FROM Do More With Your Dog
2) AKC will recognize Do More With Your Dog!™ (DMWYD) titles at Novice, Intermediate,
Advanced, and Expert levels. The Title Application will need to accompany proof of the
DMWYD title being earned, such as a copy of the actual title. FOR AKC TO ACCEPT THE
DMWYD TITLE, THE DMWYD EVALUATOR MUST BE AT LEAST 18 YEARS OLD. As of
March 18, 2018, AKC will recognize DMWYD Stunt Dog titles including Novice, Open,
Proven, and Professional.
Do More With Your Dog titles are available and are open to any dog (dogs do not need an
AKC # for DMWYD titles). If you are interested in having your dog evaluated, contact Gail
Beerman (Certified Trick Dog Instructor, Gold level). Nanaimo Kennel Club also offers Trick
Dog classes – next one possibly in September.

3 Licensed All Breed UKC Conformation Shows
&
3 Rally Obedience Trials
Nanaimo

B.C

Canada

Hosted by

Harbour City Dog Fanciers
Visit us on Facebook

EVENTS OFFERED: CONFORMATION (ALTERED CONFORMATION, JUNIOR SHOWMANSHIP,
NOVICE PUPPY, TOTAL DOG/TOTAL JUNIOR, VETERAN), RALLY OBEDIENCE

CLASSES OFFERED: Regular and altered classes for all recognized eligible
breeds in the following groups: Guardian Dog, Scenthound, Sighthound, Gun Dog,
Northern Breed, Herding Breed, BSD, Terrier, TFT, AE, ABPT & Companion Dog;
Rally Obedience Levels 1-3

LOCATION:
BEBAN PARK COMPLEX
2 30 0 B O W E N R O A D
N A N A I M O , B C V 9T 3 K 7
CANADA

* C ON F OR M AT I ON

WI L L BE O UT D O OR S ,

R A LL Y O B E D I E N CE

W IL L B E

I N D O OR S

Pre-Entry – $30/show
Jr. Showmanship – N/C
Non-Licensed classes – $10
Day of Show entries – $35
Judging Panel: Tracey Kallas - Conformation Show 1 - July 6/19
Alan Krenek - Conformation Show 2 - July 6/19
Valerie Piltz - Conformation Show 1 - July 7/19
Terri Kaluza - Rally Trial 1 - July 6/19; Rally Trial 1& 2 - July 7/19

NOTE: Temporary Listing Numbers must be acquired online at
https://www.ukcdogs.com/tl-numbers and will NOT be available day of show.

Premium list will be available at HCDF, UKC and Canuck Dogs

Event Secretary: Carolyn Kool email: ckool@shaw.ca

GCh Heartsease Delightful Ambition RI Am RN TKN has started
the year off with a bang! Huge
Thank You to Judge Glen Stark for
awarding “Matty” Best in Show at
the Victoria City Kennel Club Show!

At the
Portland Show in January Matty and I had fun
with the AKC Trick Dog test. We managed to
pull off 10 tricks and earn his Trick Dog
Novice Title.
And at the
Seattle
Show Andie and I have fun as well
obtaining her Trick Dog Novice as well
as her Trick Dog Intermediate Titles.
Doug and Cindy Savory

Thank you to Positive Dog and Judge Doug
Wilson for a fun nose work trial January 31.
Bo got his Started Novice title, gold star, and
surprised me with a first in advanced exterior
search, even with all the outdoor smells
including rabbit droppings. Another dog sport
we are loving.

Bo and Diane Brown

Nanaimo Kennel Club Dog Show
So, the June Show Is Coming – Read all
about it!
At this time of the year some of the NKC club members
are hard at work on the verge of the coming club shows
in June. The dedicated few started back in July 2018
and that work brings us to where we are today, which is
looking for a little help from our friends! The judges for
the conformation shows and the rally and agility events have been found, the
Canadian Kennel Club has given appropriate approvals, the Arbutus Meadows
venue has been booked, the capable Classic Show Services secretary has taken
on all the duties that make a good show happen and now we get down to the
nuts and bolts of making it a great show for our exhibitors and members. A
show of this size and quality that Nanaimo is famous for takes a lot of volunteers.
Getting first dibs on any volunteers who might be interested my job is chief ring
steward and entails finding people to be the judge’s assistant, helper, “gofer”,
whatever you might call it, and we always need people who are not showing
their dogs to help us out. If you are interested in becoming a ring steward, or a
ring steward’s apprentice my contact information will be at the end of this
article. It is not a hard job, it requires keeping an eye out at all times for the
dogs that will be next in the ring, while placing the appropriate ribbons out on
the table for the judge. It should be noted all judges had to be ring stewards
before they became judges so they know the game and will help you out in a
pinch. A sense of humour helps and the bonus is you get to see just what the
judge sees and learn a lot about dogs, all breeds, the dogs are interesting, some
handlers not so much! Even if you are not ready to steward this year please
consider apprenticing this year with a knowledgeable steward and be ready for
next year. If we get enough interest, we will hold a free day seminar in May to
teach you everything you need to know and have a few laughs doing so.
Ring stewarding means you need to put on some comfortable shoes and dress
like you were going to show your dog or better. However, there are lots of other
jobs where your everyday clothes are just fine. We usually have a basket table
or raffle that needs someone to sell tickets and keep an eye on the “stuff” so it
doesn’t go walk about! We also have a “bring and buy” area where gently used
items are sold splitting proceeds between the owner and the club. Donations
are always gratefully received for that. Getting more or more into your jeans
and sweats you can come and watch Best in Show and push brooms or shop
vacs at the end of the day to get all that dog hair cleaned up before we start the

next day. Rally and Agility people also need help, setting up, helping in the ring
as a “Post” or moving jumps up or down depending on participant size, and to be
the most loved volunteer you can come on Sunday and stay to take down all the
apparatus – fencing, equipment, mats, the electrical connections to the RV
Village we create. Wednesday we set up, Sunday night we take down, it is
WORK. For set up or take down add a pair of work gloves to your wardrobe.
This event is a FREE event but parking costs a whole $3 a day for a carload of
people, we split the money between the club and the Lions Club who do all the
work and take more than their share of abuse. Being the volunteer who takes
coffee to the gate people also needs doing.
If you are looking for something to do Father’s Day weekend and you have a
senior this is a good way to make their day, bring your lawn chairs and a picnic,
you can watch your favourite group be it Sporting, Herding, or Toys and then
have a snack on the grass watching Agility or the Draft Trials on Saturday or
Sunday. If you don’t bring your own food there will be food trucks. This is a
great chance to see a large contingent of quality purebred dogs, and if you ask
nicely, even maybe touch a few. We will have dogs who were at Westminster,
and we will have local dogs, all ages, all sizes, all temperaments.
If you want to see a certain breed in the ring check out the schedule on Canuck
Dogs B.C. website. It is usually posted about seven days before the shows.
Saturday and Sunday are our busy days but the same dogs will be there on
Thursday and Friday. Junior Handling is usually midday Saturday and Sunday.
Please consider being a part of this very successful show June 13th thru 16th we
really do need you to make it the success it deserves
to be.

Linda Fraser – Chief Ring Steward
cdnclmbr@shaw.ca
5712

250-248-2379

cell 250- 951-

On the parking charge of $3 CAD that we do get complaints on … I
just paid $15.00 US this weekend per day. If you wanted to drive
away and come back you had to pay the $15.00 again. You were
also parked where it was a five-minute walk to the site not just
outside the door like we are. So, $3 is a steal for parking. PS if you
came late to the show to watch BIS the Sounders gave was in the
next venue so parking after 5:00 PM was $45.00 US yes $45. Doug
Savory

“What equipment do you recommend for walking my new young puppy?”
I’m frequently asked this question and the person asking is sincerely
requesting information like “What collar should my puppy wear?”, “Should I
walk my puppy in a harness?”, or “What is the best leash to purchase?”. But
hidden beneath that basic inquiry is the real question that is not directly
asked. “What equipment will help teach my pup to walk nicely on leash?”
My best answer is – the most important piece of equipment for your puppy
under 4 months of age is not a leash or a collar – it’s a treat bag; the puppy’s
daily food ration; very short fun training sessions (4–6 per day not more than 3–5 minutes each);
and developing engagement and a great relationship through play training!
Between 8 and 16 weeks of age your puppy cannot go for a long afternoon hike anyway due to
his age/size, so why not use this to your advantage! Pajama train in your hallway or around your
kitchen island to teach your puppy an informal heel position without relying on a leash or collar.
Using the pup’s regular meal and your happy interaction, you can teach your young puppy all the
good habits and manners needed to ensure comfortable walks in the future.
After just a few brief sessions within a few days, you can place a collar/harness and leash on your
puppy to go outside for a brief play-walk in the yard – your puppy will already have a very basic
understanding of what to do to earn food rewards – stay engaged and close to you! The collar
and leash will only be there to prevent your puppy from leaving you and nothing more.
Encourage your puppy! It’s not the equipment that conditions or teaches a puppy to stay at your
side, it’s you – your pajama training, your relationship with your puppy, your daily brief fun
training sessions.
There are plenty of videos available to assist new owners understand puppy foundation training
and referrals to good video’s or personal instruction should be readily offered. All puppies love
food so use this resource to teach! Don’t rely on equipment to teach – your older pup can learn
to work with fewer or less frequent food rewards, but for the young puppy, there is nothing more
valuable than you, your happy attitude, and a pocket of kibble/rewards!
So, what equipment should be used to prevent a puppy from wandering away from you? Many
new puppy owners struggle when deciding on what type of leash, collar or harness/halter to use.
Perhaps they have memories of previous dogs they have owned that pulled relentlessly on the
leash and they wish to avoid this. Or perhaps they are averse to using certain types of equipment
and are seeking an alternative.
There’s an astounding variety of equipment to choose from and it can be confusing and
overwhelming for many new companion/pet puppy owners. So, let’s look briefly at the
equipment available and what is appropriate for a puppy under 4 months of age.
Leashes are available in different lengths and materials.

Length: Most young puppies benefit from a 6’ leash as puppies in this age group are not very tall.
Owners of large breed puppies, once over 4 months of age, usually do better with a shorter 4’
leash – there will be less leash to get in the way or to bundle up as the puppy grows taller. Long
lines, 10–30 feet in length, can be used on casual walks to ensure the puppy can be
recalled/controlled, but still allow the pup freedom to explore. Exploring is different than walking
at your side however, so best to use a long line when allowing a puppy to roam off on his/her
own to explore – the longer line can be a cue to help the puppy understand the difference.
Material: Leashes can be made of chain, synthetic leather, leather, or fabric.
• Chain leashes can injure a puppy if they tangle in the leash. They can break off teeth if
the puppy mouths the chain. The weight of the leash can be too heavy on the collar or
harness/halter that the puppy is wearing to provide comfort. Chain leashes are not
recommended. If you’re considering a chain leash because your pup chews other leashes,
redirect the puppy to carry a soft fabric toy or ball instead.
• Fabric leashes are popular and lightweight. However, if the puppy is a large breed and/or
a strong puller, the fabric can burn or harm your hands when restraining your robust
puppy. Fabric leashes absorb water and therefore can become heavy or sodden.
• Leather or synthetic leather leashes, my personal choice, are lightweight, strong and
durable. Their soft material is gentle on your hands and they clean easily without
absorbing a lot of water/debris.
Collars:
• Buckle collars: Usually made from fabric, leather or synthetic leather materials. My goto for young puppies. Buckle collars are preferable over a snap-type collar as they are
less likely to fail or come apart while on a walk. However, a puppy that struggles can back
out or pull out of a poor fitting buckle collar, so proper fitting and adjustment is important.
These collars can be left on the pup if desired, but the fit should be checked regularly to
ensure it doesn’t get too snug as the puppy grows.
• Martindale collars: Usually made from fabric with a small piece of chain that when
tightened can act much like a correction collar. These collars are pulled over the head of
the pup and if fitted properly prevent the pup from backing out of the collar. These collars
can perform a tightening action around the throat, which should be avoided with young
puppies. It is preferable to remove this type of collar after your walk to avoid choking
hazards.
• Correction type collars (choke chains, slip collars, pinch collars): Most puppies under 4
months of age should not wear these types of collars as they have little understanding of
how to turn off or stop any tightening action around their throats. Tightening around the
throat can be frightening to a young puppy so it should be avoided.
Harnesses and Head Halters:
• There are several choices when it comes to harnesses and head halters. I prefer a harness
rather than a head halter as many puppies are averse to having something around their

muzzles. There is also the added risk of a neck/spine injury when using a head halter on
a young puppy. Harnesses are especially useful for many training practices such as
tracking or drive building where we don’t wish any pressure to be felt by a puppy around
their neck, which could deter forward motion.
Everyone looks forward to walks with their new puppy, especially as the puppy becomes more
rambunctious and active. Safe daily exposure to new places is especially critical for young
puppies, so the new puppy owner’s choice of equipment to prevent injury or escape is important.
I hope the next time a new puppy owner asks you what type of leash or collar you recommend
for their new puppy – that you consider providing the new puppy owner with information on
early foundation teaching methods without the use of equipment first. Remember it’s not the
equipment that conditions or teaches new skills – it’s the owner/teacher.
More emphasis should be placed on appropriate motivational teaching, then
the selection of appropriate equipment for the new young puppy owner.

Query on BANK ACCOUNTS

I know people have asked this for years and I don’t know if we ever
got an answer, but we have a bunch of bank accounts that we don’t
know what they are for.
We have one called the Kit Scott memorial fund, and I have no idea
what the purpose of that account was.
Can anyone in the club can tell us what the memorial fund was used
for? Obviously, it was a fund created in Kit Scott’s memory, but
what were the funds used for, how were funds for it raised?
Please send any info you have to Carole Ann Greyson ca.brown@telus.net

NANAIMO KENNEL CLUB CHRISTMAS PARTY
DECEMBER 10, 2018
A small but enthusiastic
group of NKC members
gathered at Beban Park on
December 10th to celebrate
the upcoming Christmas
season. The room was
decorated beautifully,
Christmas music playing, and
the tables were heavy with
food including a great
Christmas cake.
We had a bring-andexchange Christmas gift exchange that was well received and results caught in pictures.
Lots of fun was had.
Congratulations to Carrie
for winning the prize for
the best doggy costume
looking like her dog.
A great amount of food
and nonperishable goods
were collected for Loaves
and Fishes that was
greatly appreciated.
Thanks to all that came out to support the club.
Sandi

Malcolm

A Birthday celebration
Inge Krause, a founding
and lifetime member of
the Nanaimo Kennel
Club, celebrated her 89th
birthday on Sunday
March 17th.
Friends/members and
puppies joined her to
make the day special.
Cake, flowers, presents
and good conversation
helped to put smiles on
her face.

Inge is one of 6 who
were founding members
back in the 1960s. She fell in love with Kerry Blue Terriers back then and soon after
became a breeder. Conformation, tracking and obedience took up her spare time in between
her nursing job. Inge had the top obedience Kerry Blue in Canada several times and of
course many champions in conformation. She keeps in contact with the Kerry Blue Club of
Canada and has her dog Hailey at her side to keep her company.

For many years Inge taught
obedience and conformation for the
club. Along with Pixie and Stormy,
two of her previous dogs, they
competed in agility and when Inge
could not run, Bernadette van
Klaveren and Louise Schulz became
their partner. More ribbons and titles
were achieved by all.

Inge loves to knit so to pass the
time she makes doggy
blankets/beds which she donates to our NKC June show raffle, SPCA, and new puppies. She
has made well over 100 these past months and they are so much appreciated by all dogs.

Happy Birthday Inge from all NKC members

Sophie (Broadmead Sophie’s Song) earned her
SDDA Advanced, Special title in January and her
Advanced Trick Dog Title in March. Sophie is a
very special girl with a sweet personality who
loves long walks, meeting new dogs and people,
learning new things, as well as taking time out
for some serious snoozing!
Jenny Helgren

NANAIMO KENNEL CLUB
MEET THE BREEDS
SATURDAY, JUNE 15th – 5:00 – 7:00 pm
OK, NKC members, here is a chance to strut your stuff with your beautiful dog and support
purebred dogs at the same time.
I will be able to accommodate timing, as the Meet the Breeds happens after the show is finished
so there won’t be any conflict.
All owners, breeders, handlers and junior handlers; are invited to showcase purebred dogs to the
general public at our June show. A great evening is planned on June 15th to show off dogs and
share knowledge with people who may be looking for a new family member. Or … just
interested in well bred beautiful dogs.
An exciting evening is planned, business dress for those showcasing your dogs and dogs
beautifully groomed and turned as if for the show ring. In a Westminster Kennel Club type style,
announcing dogs as they come in, and telling a bit about the dog. Benching afterwards where
you are welcome to meet the public and hand out any paperwork on your breed, hand out
business cards and share your knowledge.
If your breed club would like to participate – we welcome them. Please bring displays and
information to share. There is lots of room so bring it all!
The Meet the Breeds will be in the center ring, made large for the presentation, so lots of room to
run and show off your dogs.
Refreshments will be available.
We are encouraging families and children to come to the show for the day and the evening’s
entertainment.
Extensive advertising will be done, and we will have a large crowd of people for you to talk to
about your breed.
If you are interested in participating in this Meet the Breeds, please contact Sandi Malcolm, at
mimicker@shaw.ca to get your name on the list. This is the first preliminary information and if
you sign up but find you cannot participate later, we will understand.
Schedules will be printed, order of go will be published so people will know when you are on.
Let’s share our beautiful well-bred dogs.

Bylaw and Policy Committee

I know, this can be a boring topic. Many of us just want to do dog things and be with others who
share our interests in dogs and all that they do. Under the BC Societies Act we do have to
comply with their rules. Currently our Bylaws are out of date and don't all comply with the
Societies Act. As for policies, the hope is that having the way that the club does things written
down and easy to find, will make it easier to run the club and to pass on the regulations when
there is a change in the executive and any committee chairs and members.
The NKC has formed a temporary committee to re-write and update the club bylaws so that
they comply with the new requirements of the BC Societies Act. The committee is headed by
our current club secretary, Marlene Caskey. The committee's goal is to have a completed
revision of the bylaws available for voting at the AGM this fall. The BC Societies Act charges a
$50 fee for any amendments to the bylaws they have registered with them. Draft bylaws will be
presented to the members at the monthly meetings to get input and feedback and to make
everyone familiar with the bylaws before they are required to vote on them. At the AGM, if the
new draft bylaws are accepted, the hope is that we can submit the package as a “housekeeping”
bylaw amendment and pay one fee.

Our committee is proposing a change in the number of the executive. We propose to eliminate
the positions of Past President, 2nd Vice President, and two director positions. The positions will
be eliminated when the person who is currently holding the position of 2nd VP and Past
President's term is up. One director has stepped down from the executive this year. At the AGM
in the fall of 2019, only 2 director positions will come up for election. This means the executive
will consist of 9 positions, rather than 13.
Policies and Procedures are adopted by the executive and do not go to BC Societies for filing or
recording. Policies and Procedures are a manual of what the club does and how the club
conducts its business. In assembling a book of policies and procedures, the committee is writing
what the club currently does in regard to classes, membership dues and many more will be
added over time. Some of the policies are CKC policies that we, as a CKC recognized club, are
required to comply with.
Currently the Executive has adopted Policies on:
Booking of Rooms and Buildings
Executive Payments under $500
Club Member Dues
Budgets for Shows, Trials and Events
Classes Policy
A Dog with Infectious Diseases
Bitches in Season in Classes
Checking Dog's Mouths in Conformation and CGN Classes
Correction of Dogs in Classes
Conduct at all Club Meetings
A hard copy of the policies will remain with the club secretary, but electronic versions of the
policies will be available on our website soon so that all club members can be familiar with
them. Because the policies are adopted by the executive, they are easy to amend or add to as
the need arises and will not cost the club financially.
Watch MailChimp for the new proposed “Membership Section” for more information on these
issues. For any further information on this please contact info@nanaimokennelclub.ca.

ARE YOU A MEMBER OF THE NKC FACEBOOK PAGE – DOG VINE?

If not, please contact Sandi Malcolm and your name will be added to the group so you can
get club information and updates all the time.
It is a standard fb page dedicated to NKC members. No bashing, no “hate mail” and polite
conversations are expected. The life of a fb page moderator can be very hard so respect
from everyone is expected.
On the fun side, it is where upcoming events and information gets posted up. It is NOT the
NKC website, it is a Facebook page.
Send your requests to mimicker@shaw.ca, or find it on fb and ask to become a
member. Signup sheet at the March 25th meeting as well.
Thanks all, lots of information out there to be shared.

Sandi Malcolm,
Mimicker Miniature Schnauzers

Fun and games from ICE as we visit Seniors Residences

LIGHT BULB MOMENTS
I started out trying to write something for the NKC newsletter on these topics. But it is so
big, so vast that is is impossible to keep it short. But it is so important that people know
what is going on in our animal world that I have gone this route hoping that some members
will take some time to investigate it.
What I am trying to do is offer education and information as to the state and possible
demise of our wonderful dogs in the world. Don’t think that everything going on in the
animal world does not apply to you or your dog, because it does. You must think outside
the box and recognize that rights with our very life are being taken away every day whether
it is our dogs, cats, horses, homes, way of life, and jobs.
Listed below are websites to go to for information. I am just putting the names on the list
as linking them is a lot of work and truthfully, I don’t believe many will take the time to go
to them. Just go to Facebook and type in the group name in the search bar and it will take
you to the group. Some you have to join to read the full stories, but some you can browse
through without joining. I urge you to go to these sites.
I have also made up a booklet of sorts of dozens of stories dealing with various aspects of
this subject and it is available via e mail to anyone who would like to take the time to read
it. I will continue to update it weekly.
This is all animals, with a focus on dogs of course, but includes agricultural, ranching,
puppies, breeders, training, selling, licensing and laws made that impact greatly on our
lives.
Alberta Association of Purebred Dog Breeders and Owners
For the Love of Purebred Dogs
Purposeful Preservation Canine Breeders
Farmers to Felons
National Animal Interest Alliance (NAIA)
Protect the Harvest
Canadian Purebred Dog Forum
Carriage On (horses)
RRCD Retain our Rights
Pro Choice
Balanced Dog Training
Common Sense Dog Talk
Dr Jean Dodds site, see how PETA attacked her and her years of good work
Sandi Malcolm

Mimicker Miniature Schnauzers

